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Parents Elect New
Officers, Socialize

ident; John S*. Pingel, vice-president; and Harvey H. Olsen, secretary-treasurer.
Following the election of officers, Mr. White gave a brief
report of the activities of the
Assocation during the past two
years and described these years
as ones of "innovation. . .and
dedicated service." The primary
purpose of the Association, he
NEWLY ELECTED PRESIDENT DeWitt D. Barlow, Jr. adsaid, Is the "raising of funds for
dressed the Saturday meeting of the Parents' Association on
essential
Trinity progrms."
what proved to be the most heavily attended Parents' Weekend
White also noted that "per capto date.
ita, the members of the Parents,
Association have contributed more
in funds than any other parents'
association throughout the country."
After a brief welcome to the
parents by College President Albert C. Jacobs, Dean of Students Roy H, Heath introduced
Right to dissent protests which Individuals participating in dis- cussion sessions among all inter- the student-faculty panel. The
members.of the panel were Aswere to have culminated last Tues- cussions, it was resolved, should ested parties.
day in Northampton, Massa- be represented as individuals and
The first meeting between the sistant Professor of Philosophy
chusetts, after a week of anti-war not as members of any organ- antagonists occurred "accident- Richard T. Lee, Assistant p r o peace marches were averted as ization; the constitutional guar- ally" following the "Monday coun- fessor of Religion Albert Rabil,
demonstrators and counter-dem- antee of free speech was to be up- ter-protest to the violent anti- Jr., James E. Clair, Jr. '69,
onstrators reached accord. Fol- held if conducted "in an agree- demonstrators'- attack on peaceful George L. Fosque '68, and Gerlowing a massive rally of 1000 able manner;" public discussionof dissenters the previous Friday. ald C. Pryor 'G8. Heath was
participants
last Monday from issues was deemed vital to de- The Monday march assembled 600 moderator.
The dean began the discussion
Smith and Amherst to protest mocracy; and an appeal to unite free speech advocates at Northnegligence of Northampton Police in finding solutions to serious ampton City Hall; nearly an equal by observing that "during the
protection in a peaceful demon- problems was articulated.
number of hecklers and N.C.C. period since World War II there
The group further called on pub- students opposed them in a peace- has been a most unusual change
stration Friday, leaders of counin students perspective," and askter-demonstrators from North- lic and religious leaders to pro(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 3)
hampton
Commercial College vide leadership, as well as to take
agreed to meet to resolve dif- " intelligent and dignified action"
to solve the differences. General
ferences.
In a joint statement issued af- co-operation from public officials,
ter three discussion sessions, businessmen, students and faculty,
which started Monday evening, re- and the news media rerpived
special emphasis. The final resolpresentatives from Smith and
N.C.C. called for "a workable for- ution called for "an atmosphere of
Jacob Edwards
by Kenneth Winkler
mat of common ground" for "es- open-minded discussion," which
For Barbour, his departure may
"I never conceived of myself
After receiving his B. A. in 1959, tablishing channels of communi- had been long overdue.
In addition to the joint group's as a long-run man," commented lead to his emergence as a nahe continued graduate studies here cation." They pleaded for an "end
and earned theM. A. degree in His- to inflammatory name-calling, resolves for discussion, other John Barbour. "At the outset," tional figure in the civil rights
tory in 1964. He served originally false rumors, and comparisons." plans for public exchange on the he said, "I called myself a con- struggle. He will go to Newark
as assistant director of admis- They rejected the belief "that topic of war protest and freedom sultant." He has left Hartford's to work with Dr. Nathan Wright
and the
National Black Power
of speech emerged. The
local Black Caucus.
sions, and in 1963 was named as- demonstrators can be compared
sociate director of the Summer to 'cowardly commies,' anti-de- radio station, WHMP, has alloted
The
Negro leader's exit, Movement, still maintaining ties,
Term and assistant to the dean of monstrators to Ku Klux Klans- air-time for future question and announced at a mass rally October once again as a consultant, with
Graduate Studies. He held the men, or citizens of (Northampton) answer periods concerning the
15, marks a new era in Caucus Ms past associations in Connectevents of the past week and the policy. Christine RuJ-erford, a icut.
posts of director of the Summer to fascists. . .,
Term and assistant to the dean of
The agreements reached by rationale underlying both demonmember
of the eighi-member
Council of Spokesmen member
the College in charge of Graduate Michael Rice and Carey Brown strators' and counter-demonstra- council of spokesmen replacing Leonard Edwards presented a very
Studies until he left the College in of Smith and Kenny Brandt and tors' contentions. Several clergy- Barbour, remarked that the move- general policy statement at the
1966 to work for Lake Forest. Norman Dugas of N.C.C. were men have announced the availament will "probably be more mil- rally. He set forth the purpose
(Continued on Page 6)
incorporated into four
points. bility of their parishes for disitant."
of the Caucus as an organization
seeking to "instill pride in being black," and to "Initiate a selfhelp program for those who are
black." This very general declaration was the foundation of
Barbour's Caucus policy. Meaningful
and specific policy decisions, however, have not been
announced.
Barbour defined his intended
fort
in
the
thought
that
absolute
economic realities are difficult to
by David Green
function in the Caucus as that
master due to their astounding certainty is vouchsafed to no
of a "gadfly." "It was my hope/'
Another problem science and that complete convic"I believe that economics still complexity.
lie continued, "to give them some,
has a long way to go. But if arises from the fact that the tion in this world can only come
goals and. directions," He did enjoy
I am asked how good economics economist cannot experiment with from Ignorance."
success in attaining for the CauWallich, born in Berlin, Geris, as of now, the unqualified his subject: the fiscal stability
cus
publicity and recognition
answer is that the plus signs far of a nation. Thus, the spectre many in 1914, has had an active
through his dynamic and conexceed the minus signs," declared of unproven and controversial and varied career. He has sertroversial speeches, He now r e Dr. Henry C. Wallich, Professor hypotheses cause unending dis- ved as an advisor to banks, to the
gards his purpose as fulfilled.
of Economics at Yale University, agreement among economists. The Department of the Treasury, and to
Barbour has made way for a
who will deliver the Mead Lec- numerous and often incompatible a President. In 1951, after workgroup he hoped can berepresentature in Economics tonight in Mc- theories of economists once caused ing as an economist for the Federal
tive of all Caucus factions. The
Cook Auditorium. Wallich admits Bernard Shaw to remark that if all Reserve Bank of New York and as
Caucus, he concluded, will prothat economists are experiencing the economists in the world were director of that Bank's Foreign Regress further as a strong, tightlydifficult times. He has written laid end to end, they still would search Division, he joined the fabound organization, rather than
that in a world increasingly con- not reach a conclusion. Finally, culty of Yale University.
a loose group following one articu' scious of the economist, they are Wallich has stated that economics
In 1958, he went on leave from
late
individual. Though describing
is
a
social
science,
and,
therefinding themselves hard put to
Yale to go to Washington D.C.
Henry Wallich
himself as "probably more politanswer the mountain of questions fore, the prophesies of economists to serve as an Assistant to the
ically
sophisticated than the
that they are asked daily, Econo- are rendered often incorrect by Secretary of the Treasury. A year
wallich has devoted a great deal
mists are called upon constantly the caprice of human character. later, upon the resignation of of his energies to writing. He is average memberoftheCaucus,"he
to evaluate unerringly the nation's Predicting the actions of human Paul W. McCracken, Wallich was the author of many articles and viewed the new structure as a"po- "
''
fiscal health and to forecast its beings, which greatly influencethe made
a member of President several books. Since 1965, he has sitive gain." _. •
Science
of
Economics,
is
beyond
future. To the dismay of politElsenhower's three man Council been a columnist for NEWSWEEK
The Caucus, stressed Barbour,
icians, businessmen, and econo- the abilities of the economist. of Economic Advisors. Upon his Magazine. His books include Monhas now achieved a high degree
Wallich offered solace to those appointment to that post, the New etary Problems of an Export
mists themselves, they are unable
of both growth and self-confidence,
upset by the weaknesses of econo- York TIMES praised Wallich's Economy (1950), Mainsprings of the
to do so.
and will now be able to wield its
mics when he wrote that "...if
and active but objective German Revival (1955), and Ms
power effectively. But, he judged,
Wallich has cited the problems economists, and those interested in "informed
mind." -With the late John F.
it still has "a long way to go."
™ique to his field that are respon- their work, sometimes feel troubl- Kennedy's assumption of the P r e - most important work, The Cost of
Barbour's .Newark efforts will
Freedom
(1960).
sible for the economist's dilemma, ed and unsure, they may take com- sidency, Wallich returned to Yale.
(Continued on Page 7)
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ihe fundamental perplexity is that
Jacob W. Edwards '59, a former
administrator at the College, died
Saturday afternoon of cerebral
hemorrhage induced by a fractured
skull suffered a week earlier.
Memorial services for the 29-yearold Admissions Director at Lake
Forest College will be held Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the Chapel.
His death at the Lake Forest
Hospital was the result of an in-r
jury sustained in a touch football
game with students and young
faculty colleagues October 22. He
fell while going for a pass, fracturing his skull. He lapsed into a
coma from which.he was unable to
recover.
Dr. William G. Cole, president
of Lake Forest College, asked Edwards' friends to donate to a fund
to establish the " Jacob W. Edwards
Memorial Prize," to be presented
each year to
the outstanding
member of the freshman class.

-That's what I like about the
democratic process," said John
R. White, outgoing president of
the Trinity College Parents' Association,
as the Association
elected its new officers in less
than a minute at Saturday's meeting in Goodwin Theatre. A panel
discussion on the topic "Trinity
College Today--Its Strengths and
Weaknesses" followed the meeting.
The new officers of the association are: DeWitt D. Barlow, pres-

Northampton Antagonists Suspend
Protests: Reach Peaceful Accords

Barbour Leaves Caucus;
More Militancy Expected

Presidential Aide Wallich Terms Economics
As Undeveloped; to Deliver Mead Lecture
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An Inside View of Insanity:
'Marat/Sade' Better as Play
It is also true that the movie
as movie could hardly be improved
upon. The viewer finds himself
Since drama and cinema are two on stage with the inmates, distortvaguely related art media, each ed and grotesque, fumbling around
achieving a similar aim through in a surreal nightmare. He follows
different means, it is a very
the herald in the introduction of the
tricky business to take a stage principals; he finds the final march
property and put it on film. Yet of the inmates surrounding and enmovies are continually being made veloping him.
from plays, and it takes a good
Yet, MARAT/SADE is a play
deal of imagination and perspective
to create a successful movie in first and a movie second. The
this way. As anyone who has seen total perspective, the ability to
see everything as it happens and
the Electronovision fiasco of
Kichard Burton's HAMLET can everything at once, is distorted by
attest, a movie is more than a film. In a theatre one sees the
production first hand. In the movie
photographed play.
the
one gets is third hand.
The movie version of Peter Not closest
only
is
the
drama on film, but
Weiss's MARAT/SADE is very an audience at
the asylum of
successful, yet it lacks the im- Charenton is also on
film. Thus
mediacy, the involvement, and, at the movie-goer is watching
an audmany times, the nausea of the stage ience experience the play
that
production. Everything is there; deSade has staged. It is at those
Corday still falls from her ladwhen the camera fades back
der; she still whips de Sade with times
so that an audience, separated by
her hair as the chorus of inmates iron
bars from the inmates, is
moans. The buckets of blood are
that the movie loses some
still poured; Marat still emerges visible
its punch. You are no longer
naked from his tub. In fact every aof member
of the audience ataplay
element of the Royal Shakespeare that goes beserk;
you are clinically
Company's production that start- watching that audience
watch that
led the '65-'66 Broadway season
play.
can be found in the movie.
The text has remained untouched;
The movie version of MAKAT/
the acting is flawless, and the SADE i s at its best when the camfact remains that the property era catches the supposedly sponas property is one of the most taneous action of the inmates.
exciting, provocative, and totally It is too often, however, that the
vffecting dramas of the decade. .members of the Company are
by Steven Bauer

"Surely I Come Quickly.

Styron'. s Daring Praised
largely from the Bible. ' • .
The novel is narrated while Nat
is in prison awaiting his trial and
execution in the autumn of 1831.
(THE CONFESSIONS OF NAT In jail, Nat is a SamsonAgonistes,
TURNER, by William Styron. still feared by the local whites,
Random House,
New York, although in chains. He is taunt1967. Mr. Styron was born in ed by the lawyer, Thomas Gray,
Newport News, Virginia, not who insists that Nat's God "is a
God durned lie," Nat cannot underfar from Southampton County, stand why his mission failed, His
the scene of Nat Turner's Re- Lord seems to have forsaken him,
bellion. He has written three and he cries out, "My soul thirother novels, LIE DOWN IN steth...for the living God." This
gnawing feeling of rejection—a
DARKNESS,
THE LONG
major source of conflict in the
MARCH, and SET THIS HOUSE book—remains with Nat throughout
ON FIRE.)
his imprisonment.
In The Confessions of Nat Turner
Nat's further reminiscences exWilliam Styron has written a book tend from his early childhood to
that might have proved too daring a graphic account of the insurreceven tor the critics. A work creat- tion in which fifty-five w h i t e s ed by a white writer, yet narrated most of them womenand c h i l d r e n exclusively in the first person by died. Nat's sexual tensions, his
a Negro slave, is certain to be animosity toward Ms white masa risky venture. But Styron's ters, and his gradually unfolding
gamble extends beyond even this vision of divine purpose are skillbold experiment.
fully and subtly rendered. One of
A novelist of the 1960's who his most painful recollections of
dwells on events in the distant his childhood is of watching helppast is liable to be accused of lessly while a white taskmaster
drifting out of touch with the con- assaulted his mother. The scene
temporary
scene.
Historical is delicately and sensitively r e novels, even "meditations on his- lated, without the slightest trace
tory," as Styron calls Nat Turner, of cheapness or melodrama.
are not in vogue.
With The Confessions of Nat
Finally, and nowadays perhaps Turner, Styron has surpassed himthe greatest risk of all, styron self. The new novel has little
has dared to create a hero~not of the obviously Paulknerian rhean anti-hero or a meta-hero-- toric of Lie Down in Darkness
but a genuine, full-blown tragic The rhetoric is there, but it i s
figure whose strength of character Styron's own. Nor is Nat Turner
transforms his aimless, servile formally as cumbersome as Set
existence into a divine mission, This House on Fire; in fact its
and whose courage and faith tran- unity of form and theme is r e , scend the terror of death.
markable.
Styron's talent for
The form of the novel is some- expressing frightening thoughts
thing akin to an informal mono- and powerful feelings is considlogue addressed to an attentive erable. But Ms most compelling
audience. In direct dialogue talent, at least in The Confessions
within the story, Nat speaks in of Nat Turner, is his ability to see
dialect, but in straight narration in men that glimmer of comhis speech is literary as well as passion, humility, and pride that
literate. This device works well makes a man's life worthwhile.
in the context of the novel, for It i s this talent that enables Stythe breadth of Nat's intellect and ron to create a hero who can say
the greatness of his heart can only as he walks to his hanging "I
be
adequately
communicated would, have done it all again. I
through elevate^ language—and Ms would have destroyed them all.
education, after all, is derived Surely I come quickly. Amen."
by Richard Patteson

Chamber Music Series
Features K Y. Group
by Dean Walker

forced to leer directly into the
lens in what appears to be a
The first concert of the Trinity
posed expression. Naturalness
College Chamber Music Series
is lacking, and at times the in- began with something of a s u r sanity seems distant and planned, prise. Instead of the Philadelphia Woodwind Quintet, one of
Peter Brook's dynamic direction whose
members was taken ill
has altered only those aspects Friday, the featured organization
that make the production a movie was the New York Chamber Enrather than a filmed play. His semble made up in part of membrilliant sense of "what works" bers from the New York Philis still supremely evident. Un- harmonic Orchestra.
der him the Royal Shakespeare
The Adagio and Rondo K.617
Company is superb. Individually by Mozart - one of his last comand as an ensemble they are near- positions - was the first selecly flawless. Corday's sleeping tion. Written originally for flute,
sickness,'Duperret's erotomania, clarinet, viola, cello, and glassand Roux's paranoia are portrayed harmonica, that strange instruthrough every gesture, word, and ment invented by Benjamin Frankexpression. De Sade and Marat lin, it was originally composed to
are skillfully played against each feature the blind virtuoso Marother and individually, each in- ianne Kirehgassner whose instruvolved with his own "thing" and ment was more sophisticated with
each supporting another view of a keyboard and an elastic soundthe Revolution and of society.
ing board added later. The glassharmonica part was taken by the
The music and pantomime, the piano - an unfortunate necessity
asylum setting, and the visual that removes from us the prieffects are still as integral to the mary character of the piece.
script as they were in the stage It is included in the 'heavenly'
production.
But some of the works as an instrumental counethos is lacking. There is a terpart to the Ave Verum exdetachment brought about by the pressing the same hushed beauty
use of film that is difficult to and quiet peace. The MOZART
explain. The people in front of COMPANION sees in this work
you are not real people; they are a resigned Mozart no longer carphotographs acting and speaking ing for acclaim,
as though they were real people.
In several ways it was a diffiSon.-' of the heart-stopping, cult work to understand. Mozart's
breatu-catching involvement is
genius is based on exposition
gone.
through thorough but subtle modulations. Intense concentration is
It's really very simple. The required to follow the enormous but
movie is very, very good. The effortless
technical agility, his
play is better.
preoccupation with harmonic problems and the extreme abstraction
of musical thought.
The I clarinet Trio in A minor,
Opus 114 by Johannes Brahms be-

TAN^to Show
Leroi Jones'
Violent 'Toiletf

T.A.N. met Monday evening in
Alumni Lounge to discuss plans for
a production of LeRoi Jones' THE
TOILET and a showing of a motion
picture concerning the plight of
colored people. The group voted as
well to "discuss and consider" a
change of name.
Herbert Miller, representative
from the Afro-American Club at
the University of Hartford, asked
for organization between
his
group and TAN. Chairman Terry
Jones ;68 "remarked that establishing relationships with college organizations similar
TAN would be highly desiraf
THE TOILET, which TAN hopes
to offer early next semester, is
an obscene and violent study of
Negro-white relationships set in
a high school bathroom. New York
TIMES critic Howard Taubman,
in his review of the play, charged
that Jones "is about as unsubtle
as the law will allow," through his
use of "all the obscenities he can
think of." Taubman did note, however, a "strong sense of the needless debasement of human beings"
beneath the filth. Mike Williams
'68 and Eli Mackey '69 will conduct the production.
Arrangements to show "The
Cool World," a portrait of youth
in Negro Harlem, had to be abandoned because a 35 mm projector
could not be obtained. The r e placement wiir be either "The
Brave and the Bold," depicting
the discrimination a Negro soldier
suffers on a war mission, or films
documenting the Newark riots and
the life of Muslim leader Malcolm X.

Northampton*..
(Continued from Page 1)
ful manner regulated by Northampton police cordons.
Anthropology professor Myron
Glazer of Smith invited the opposing leaders engaged in heated confrontation after the march
to discuss differences peacefully
at his home. At this initiatory
meeting preliminary arrangements for the joint group discussion and statement emerg-ed,
as well as an agreement to abandon plans for two additional protest marches to have been held
last Tuesday and Wednesday.

Fall Suggestions
CJioscn by Henry Miller and Reflecting Distinctive
Cancel Taste isiui/ly I"inivmlahI',• Elsewhere.

* SCOTCH TWEED SLACKS
* SCOTCH TARTAN SLACKS
* SCOTCH SHETLAND SWEATERS
* SCOTCH TURTLENECK SHIRTS
* SCOTCH COUNTRY VEST SPORT
COATS
* BRITISH CORDUROY SLACKS
* BRITISH FIELD COATS
Trinity's Closest C o m p l e t e
Clothing Store
Open Monday Through Saturday

a.OTHIKR
The decision to contemplate a
name change stemmed from
a
defeated proposal to re-name the
organization S.B.A.T. (Students
Who Are Black at Trinity).

longs to that composer's last
creative period in which everything composed was a labor of love.
One critic has called Brahms',
method one of double composition.
The stimulus of a work on composition would Inspire ideas for another, almost always better. The
Trio is the first of two such works
for clarinet, but it was hardly an
exercise for the second composition. It is almost always linked with the clarinet Quintet although the nature of the link is a
battleground. Perhaps its tenderness and stillness caused it to be
called 'least convincing'by one and
a piece 'unheroic, singing not of the
sons of Atreus, but oflove alone' by
another. All seem to agree that
it is not popular, but I concur
with those who say it has not
really been discovered. Us (one
is romantic and lyric. The adagio
theme Is particularly beautiful.
The piano and cello were well
blended with Peter Simenauer's
excellent performance on clarinet,
Mozart wrote of his Quintet
in E-flat, K.452 for piano, oboe,
clarinet, horn, and bassoon that
"it is the best work I have ever
composed."
Like
Bacli and
Beethoven (who used this very
piece as model tor a quintet of
his own), Mozart was not above
using the themes of others as
inspiration. In this case, it was
a quartet by Schobert Mozart had
heard 20 years earlier.
Mozart's work is especially
worthy because of the feeling for
the qualities of each of the four
wind instruments, none of which
is too prominent nor too subordinated, all existing in gentle rivalry, alternating with the piano.
It remains chamber music, but
foreshadows the 'concertante'
style. If it Is not well known, it
is because of the limited exposure
of the public to woodwind en.sembles.
The performance made articulate, highly technical, complicated
music. I speak of performance
in the singular because good chamber music has a unity no one side
of which is distorted. The New
York Chamber Ensemble presented not only the music but the
spirit of its composers.
Although the Goodwin theatre
was well filled Sunday, it was
not filled by students. It seems
amazing — the irony of the campus that complains of cultural
deprivation responding with such
sophisticated coolness to chamber music performed by the best
groups in the world.
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Whtkinson Open House
Hosts Classics Scholar

Youth, UNESCO and the World

Andre Michalopoulos, Professor
Emeritus of Classical Literatures
and Civilizations at Fairlelgh Dickinson University, will spealc on
"THE GREEK WAY" HERE AND
NOW: EDITH H. HAMILTON'S
CENTENARY. The lecture is
scheduled for the Watkinson Library Open
House, Tuesday,
November 7 at 8;15 in Wean

Lounge.
Exhibits will be on
UNESCO's three-day Hartford
display and refreshments will be conference, "Youth's Better Way—
served in the Watkinson Library Youth, UNESCO and Fresh Apafter the speech.
proaches to World Problems,"
Michalopoulos' talk will con- which sought to establish rapport
cern those elements in the Greek between youth and the "over 30
classical scientific view of life generation," ironically dissolved
which still dominate contemporary in controversy over the Vietnam
thinking.
war.
Over 40 organizations and reA display entitled "The Spark of
presentatives from more than 50
Ancient Greece," based on Edith
countries participated in the
Hamilton's THE GREEK WAY, will October 22-24 national conference. Yet SDS and CORE, organbe on view in the Library Lobby.
(Continued from Page 1)
ed Fosque to comment on this Various editions ' of the ancient izations which Trinity representclassics will be featured in the ative Michael Jimenez '70 feels
change.
Fosque felt that this change "Versions of Greek Writers" col- are "dedicated to social change"
is one of the College's great lection in the Trumbull Room. and therefore should have been
strengths. "At Trinity," he noted, The exhibit includes a wide range included in the conference, were
Jimenez submitted
"it has taken the form of stu- of works from the 15th century overlooked.
dents being deeply concerned with ' first editions of Aristotle and a petition with 74 signatures protheir education." Moreover, he Plato to the most noted recent testing the political exclusion of
continued, as a result of this translations by Richmond Latti- the activist organizations. His
petition and a speech by pacifist
concern, students "feel an im- more.
actor Theodore Bikel, at the
mediacy. They want to act now."
Michalopoulos is a Fellow of close of the conference stated that
Rabil reacted with the admis- both the Royal Society of Arts and the Vietnam issue "overshadows
sion that there is "a genuine de- the Ancient Monuments Society every single question considered
sire on this campus to com-(London), and has lectured and by this conference. If you (adults)
municate,"
However, he said, broadcast in 48 of the United States fail to speak on this, the conferone of the most severe weak- and in Canada. His publications ence will have failed in the minds
nesses of the College is "the ad include HOMER, AN INTERPRE- of those to whom it addressed ithoc character of many of the TATIVE STUDY OF THE ILIAD self."
decisions made here." Instead AND THE ODYSSEY; GREEK
Jimenez felt that the' conferof the present method of agitat- FIRE, a collection of broadcasts,
ing for piecemeal change, Rabil articles, and addresses; two col- ence format had been designed
asserted, the College "needs a lections of verse; and numerous to side-step the Vietnam issue,
comprehensive view of what we contributions to encyclopedias, particularly when it was rumored that Yale's anti-war Chaplain
want to do."
books, and newspapers. He mainAnother weakness of the Col- tains a weekly book review column William Sloane Coffin had been
asked to withdraw as the conlege, said Rabil, is what he call- for King Features Syndicate.
ference's keynote speaker. A
ed "an inferiority complex: many
Michalopoulos served as pri- motion calling upon President
students
and faculty feel that
Trinity is a second-rate school, vate secretary to the Prime Min- Johnson to recognize the basic
and they would much rather be at ister of Greece and as a member sincerity of youth's concern over
the war in Vietnam and urging
some place like Harvard or Yale." of the Greek cabinet.
Pryor cited the concept of "in
loco parentis" as a major weakness
of the College. "The student," he
said, "should be man enough to
shoulder the responsibility of his
intellectual and social life."

Weekend...

Violinist Buswell Solos
As Dog Views Symphony

Lee commented that the changing
atmosphere of the college community today is based on increased
student involvement. Many faculty-student clashes, he said, arise
from differing interpretations of
the meaning of "involvement: the
student sees this as involvement in
the machinery of decision making,
while the faculty sees it as involvement in studies." But, he added,
" a little friction is not a bad thing."
Lee observed that there is, "a
great air of change and expectation
about and it's very exciting," and
he felt this expectation to be a
major strength of the College.
Nevertheless, he said, "my suspicion is that nobody has the foggiest idea of how all this is going
to end up."
Clair stated that "many of the
College's problems are institutional. The College is trying to
take better students and put them
in the same old mill: if students
change, the rest of the College must
change also."
Clair praised the smallriess of
the College and stated that "there
is an optimism here that is lacking
at larger institutions."
Heath then opened the discussion
to questions from the floor. In response to a question concerning the
present standing of fraternities at
the College, Heath said that the
College is not planning to do away
with fraternities. "Rather," he explained, "it is working toward the
Idea of giving up its dependence on
the fraternity. We should not place
the student in the position of having
to join a fraternity just to get his
social life."

piece of music. We are told
Lalo modeled his music on past
masters, a polite way of saying
The Hartford Symphony Orches- he was academic and unoriginal.
tra can rest assured that it has The notes say further he had
disseminated musical interest to achieved success writing for a
a group of surprising diversity. Spanish violinist and in this comPresent among the distinguished position attempted to do the same,
on Thursday was the first dog I which means he was pot-boiling.
The fact the man was awarded
have seen in a concert hall.
Opening was the Tragic Over- the Legion d'Honneur for his
ture by Johannes Brahams. It is persistant mediocrity is right out
not one of Brahms'greatest works. of de Maupassant.
It did show off James Oliver
The reason for its lack of success
parallels Brahms' greatest dif- Buswell, the 20-year-old violin
He handled arpeggios
ficulty: reconcilingsimple, lyrical soloist.
themes to counterpoint. The easily, his technique was fluid,
brodding quality of the themes his interpretation mercifully connever crystallizes. The bridge servative. At least we had one
passages, difficult to assimilate electric moment when Buswell
smoothly because of unusual modu- sustained a long trill at the
lations and rhythmic shifts, were end. I suppose we can justify
Lalo's inclusion to remind us
the best articulated sections of
the work. The greatest disappoint- that music is also composed by
ment was the failure to commun- second rate geniuses.
icate Brahms' fight for a triumph
of optimism.
The weakness of presentation of
Sibelius' Symphony Number Five
increased my impression that it
was not structurally sound. Certain
details were interesting
enough but there was no unity of
vision. Sibelius rewrote it twice
and was evidently trying to establish himself as a writer of absolute music as well as program
. music for which he was better
suited. Although I object to the
music, its presentation had some
value in pointing out through faults
the importance of the right form
for artistic vision.
by Dean Walker

PSYCHE AND EROS by Cesar
Franck is characteristic of that
artist's success in unity of exA question was addressed to Rabil pression, his highly emotive
concerning his rule of mandatory themes are perfectly suited to
attendance of all his classes. Rabil his organic, tightly knit treatment.
said that the reason behind this rule The presentation was sluggish and
is Ms feeling that "it's much easier restrained, particularly damaging
J°. get this generation turned on than to Franck who profits from a free
'° keep them turned on; they lack interpretation.
discipline." "students are ac- The final, selection, the Symcountable," he added, "and there phonie Espagnole by Lalo, well
wll
done, I suppose, is a worthless
l be n o slobism in my classes."
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him to bring about a quick end American life."
to the fighting spurred a debate
On Monday evening, Mr. Harris
on the propriety of the motion.
L. Wofford, President of State
When a vote was taken on the University of New York College at
consideration of the resolution,
Old Westbury challenged the conit ended in a tie, with the votes ference with a quote from Yeats,
split largely between the adult "In dreams begin responsibility."
and youth participants at the conHe called upon youth to turn words
ference, according to Jimenez. into action and to "be prepared to
Sunday evening, keynote speak- build from what we do not know."
er Seymour Lipsett,
Director The battle, he asserted, is against
of Harvard's Center for Interinjustice and the battle is for innational Affairs
and Coffin's stitutional creativity. He said that
replacement, stressed the need
the "new politics is to say YES" to
to attack the major social and
the challenges of today. He indipolitical issue of the modern world: cated that youth must take inracism and the development gap. creased responsibility for educaHe spoke of a "level of expect- tional reform, economic developation" which has been created ment, and the resolution of world
throughout the world and warned conflict.
that societies upset by revolution
As the conference proceeded there
must be provided with alternatives was a continuing dialogue between
of existence. He said that there youth and adults, yet the current
will be cultural changes and great- dissatisfaction over so many basic
er tension. The issue, however, problems on the part of youth,
is not simply money - it is a basic said Jimenez, bubbled beneath the
change in the style of life of
surface. Adults outnumbered stumajor societies throughout the dents considerably and oftentimes,
world. Turning to the youth of as one student put it, "I get sick
the conference he addressed them of hearing about the goodie-goodie
as catalysts and transformers of organizations."
the underdeveloped systems.
At the final plenary session TuesAt the Second Plenary session day afternoon Mr. Gordon Boyce
Monday morning, Marvin Kalb, of the Experiment for International
CBS Diplomatic correspondent, Living summarized the ideas and
moderated a panel of youths from resolutions of the conference.
Ghana, the Netherlands, Colombia,
(Continued on page 6)
Taiwan,
and the United States.
At this meeting Vietnam became
a focal point when Richard Stearns
of the National Student Association described the war crisis as
the central issue in the alienation
of a growing number of youth who
have lost "faith in the quality of
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EDITORIAL SECTION
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Jacob Wardwell Edwards '59
We join the College community in mourning the death of
Jacob Wardwell Edwards '59. Both as an undergraduate and
as an administrator Jake Edwards proved himself an outstanding leader—coupling his humane understanding with
creative organization. We deeply regret the loss of Jake
who in life wore so well the qualities of productive energy
and ability.

Saturday's Children
Once again bleary-eyed faculty and students will have an opportunity to weigh the frailty of their Saturday morning constitutions against a heavier weekday work load. It seems that the
pretensions of a possible weekend acadamia have finally been
dropped by most faculty members who, while making concessions
to the humanness of students, have revealed their own.
The Faculty Committee on Curriculum has proposed two master
plans for the elimination of Saturday classes. A vote on the adoption of one of the proposals is anticipated at the November 7
faculty meeting. To provide the faculty with an index of student
opinion, the Senate will hold a referendum to determine preference for one of the proposals for the elimination of Saturday
classes or for the present six-day schedule.
The Committee's "Plan A" offers the most practica, reshuffling of the class schedule. A modification of the present
system, Plan A adds a 75 minute period to the Tuesdry-Thursday class cycle and incorporates afternoon classes into the Monday schedule.
"Plan B " titillates student taste with the prospect of a free
work day — no classes would be scheduled on Wednesday. The
four-day class schedule would be effected by shortening morning
classes to 40 minutes (six morning periods running from 8:00
a.m. to 12:50 p.m.), maintaining two 75-minute afternoon periods
each class day, and adding night classes (7:30 to 8:15).
Plan B is designed to create a mid-week "refreshing break''
from class routine substituting a pace changing full day grind
at the books. As a theory the idea of a Wednesday break from
routine is admirable, but as a workable plan it is sadly lacking.
The liabilities of over-loading classes and the consequent difficulty in scheduling of extra-curricular activities outweigh the
possible benefits of a mid-week break. A Wednesday free of classes would lead to an unweildy concentration of extra-curricular
activities and visiting speakers complemented by the temptation
for a Tuesday night road trip and a Wednesday morning sleep-in.
As Robert Kehoe has pointed out (letters column-"Lunch")
both Committee plans show an acute disregard for the digestive
tract of the college body. With morning classes ending later and
with afternoon classes beginning at 1:10, the unique American
tradition of the five-minute meal (burp) is tacitly supported. Are
the Committee members and the fraternity waiters in league to
eliminate the last vestiges of civilized dining?
While we hope that the folly of holding Saturday classes will
not be retained for a principle, we feel that Plan B would be unworkable and academically unproductive and that Plan A, with
the modification of re-scheduling afternoon classes to begin at
1:30, is the desirable alternative.
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(Editor's Note: Mr. Hume recalls and reflects
upon events and impressions confronting him.
during the war protest march in Washington
October 21, at which time ke was arrested by
U. S. Marshals and detained overnight at Occoquan fork House in Lorton, Virginia.)
Sitting on the age-stained cot in the Lorton,
'prison, I began to think about the seven kids I
drove to Washington with; I remember thinking
that it would be such a gas to see Steve Minot
walk in, grinning-but the only people who came
in the late hours were boys and men with bandaged and blood-soaked heads.
It is difficult now, as it was then, to remember all the things that you saw; but,some of
these incidents are still happening in my head:
like walking around the area just below the
embankment of the Pentagon, looking at the
girls, pretty and combed, whimpering "I can't
breathe..." and crying softly, held by an understanding and grim-faced boy: that was the tear
gas, the gas that forced hundreds of blinded
students and housewives, tripping and falling,
over the grassy banks that surrounded the Pentagon. It was not a pretty thing to watch; nor
it is a pretty thing to see a girl crying and
ch olting, or hysterical because the back of her
head is open pulp, a wound that stains her
hand red.
It is estimated that there were over 100,000
people at the Lincoln Memorial for the premarch rally: and it was almost impossible to
organize and walk all those people over a mile
to the Pentagon grounds;
but they came in
bunches of thousands. They came for a lot of
reasons, reasons of conscience of concern; I
can't go into all the motives of all the people;
it suffices to know your own motive.
I don't think that all the MPs should be represented as callous hate-mongers; the ones
that I saw were like you or me: some looked no
more than 17 or 18, and they were nervous and
scared. They didn't look like they were enjoying
their job-would you?
The U.S. Marshals looked like archetypal
Selma sheriffs, and acted the role; they didn't
force back a smile when you offered them a
flower: this was their job- why do you think
they were made U. S. Marshals? They had been
taught to "think" of people as objects, not
people; as opposed to most of the MPs, they
had the macabre grin of pleasure on their faces:
it was unmistakable. They ran most of the arresting....
I read in the Washington papers about " r a b ble" and irresponsible people wearing "dirty
and loose-fitting clothes" who hurled insults
at the soldiers. I walked around for hours at
different areas on the grounds, and saw only a
couple of hecklers, who were immediately silenced by more "loving" contingents; granted,
it doesn't help to call a soldier a mother
,
but people who read this, what do you do when
you are held impotent, and you have just seen
.a friend or girlfriend manhandled, beaten by
three or four-to-one odds? It's the same thing
when an animal is cornered, frustrated; it strikes
back. The same could probably be said for the
mood of some of the march. In other words, the
earliest incidents of violence occurred when
the U. S. Marshals indiscriminately arrested petty violators as if they had committed
theft or muder; it seemed that the policy was to
lessen the numbers of demonstrators at the
earliest time. A lot of the people were pushed
around just a little too much.
At around 6:00 in the evening, walking below
the grassy bank that was to the left of the Pentagon, I heard the singing of the Hare Krishna;
I looked and there were about six kids, chanting, holding hands, and that was love I got on
my knees and held aboy's hand...we smiled, we
knew, and we all chanted- faced by about ten
MPs, soldiers, and U. S. Marshals; it was
fantastic: I wish that I could explain it as well
or as strongly as we all felt it. It's a beautiful
chant: it stones you; it elevates your mind to
spirituality and understanding, and it is catch-

ing to those who listen...soldiers are trai
respond to hate—when they are confronted th
a higher plane of love or understanding, m ,.
you should have seen it: a colored MP, t ly
and muscley, had tears in his eyes. He is
shaking and trying to look away; another 1dier kept shaking his head, as if to throns
out of his mind. Quiet grew behind us ii le
crowd of about 800 people....

". . . soldiers are
trained to respond
to hate — When
they are confronted
by love, well. . .
a colored MP had tears
in his eyes. . ."

JOne of the kids, who I later found out
for the Oracle, was imploring with his hi
he looked like Ginsberg; anyway, his 11
fell over the rope that was lying in front; s
on the ground; that rope was our "boundi"
Two U.S. Marshals came into him, swing
clubs and pulling him away; since we e
holding hands, about three kids went wifcijfcincluding a girl: about six more soldiers,/
to beat them and help drag them away,
crowd behind us began to shout and the i
was softer, but those, remaining kept i Hthe soldiers who wore crying stood shoe 1,
unable to move...I moved up on my kneestut
two feet beyond the rope, folded my ha«,
and continued chanting to a U.S. Marshal
guess he didn't dig it: he pushed my Mm
the dirt. I went limp, and another man, Ift't ;
know whether he was a Marshal or soft1, |
crime down to help drag me away; my l^ft- \
was torn off and I was dragged rather s % I
away from the area. I felt, a Tittle sorry ftitte i
Marshal because his billy club had fallen ;
my head when he hit me...I knew he dim't I
club me on purpose, and told him so as I»as' :
being dragged by both arms and one 1 eg-^the j
only other thing I thought as I was being teg- j
ged away was that there was dirt shootifin j
my underwear.
I
I walked the rest of the distance to the pddy |
wagon- I thanked the guard who was tfng j
me, and he let go of me after I smiledmd j
told him I wouldn't leave. I found the k'iiS"l |
had been with by the wagon, under gnd. I j
found a paper cup of water and gave it to a I
girl who had to eat a piece of hash thatshel
remembered was in her pocket...we still dan-J
ted.
i
And we chanted in the wagon: I saw
I knew from last summer and we kissed
the paddy wagon bumped over parking lot
•a****
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IV : LOVE, HATE, GAS, FLOWERS
"Just before the soldiers'
final charge . . . the
newsmen shut off
their lights and packed
up their cameras:
the military formed
a

it was a nice place to kiss.
We were taken for about a five minute ride
and let out at some place, I don't know where;
there were a lot of policemen, photographers,
and soldiers. At this place there was one thing
that made me feel so sick to my stomach: the
girl who had been chanting with us (she was
beautiful, about 23,'I guess) was being frisked
by a lady cop who kept hitting and squeezing
her breasts as hard as she could, so that the
girl cried out in pain, "Stop it you pig!" Her
breasts were really large, and you know how it
hurts, There was no reason to do that, and you
were, helpless.
We were all photographed and given numbers
(I was 104, that, is the 104th arrested.) The
boys and girls were split up and put" in buses
with screens separating the driver and "passengers."
I didn't know where they were taking us...it
was dark, and very cold; funny the store lights
of the. city just looked like a cold glow...nothing was real—nothing. We drove for about 30
minutes, though it seemed like two hours;
Charles, the guy from the Oracle, and I,
handed out chocolate to everyone on the bus;
our throats were hoarse and dry.
When we were let out of the bus at Lorton,
Va., we went to a building where we were
chided, frisked, and fingerprinted; they took
3 No-Doz pills from me for "observation."
As I was walking out of that building to go to
another, I saw a bull-dog faced guard whose
name tag said "J.A. Junk;" I began laughing
hysterically—it was such a natural symbol: I
had to stop laughing for fear that they would
charge me for that.
All in all, they treated us very well at the
workhouse; we were all in a huge barn-like room
with cots, like the kind you see in juveniledelinquent movies. The ceiling was all white,
and looked as if it were ' made of cardboard:
about 100 plain lightbulbs covered the ceiling.
We were brought sandwiches (Spam), coffee, and
Stud tobacco with ungummed cigarette papers:
I spent • about three hours rolling cigarettes
that fell apart as soon as I lit them. Everyone
there, over two-hundred people, were really
close, really friendly. It was so ironic- here
were some of the most beautiful and sincere
people I have ever met- and we were in jail.
Some of the kids, who gave their names as
John Doe, refused to eat or cooperate in any
way; at the end they were jailed, I guess.
That night we met in little groups with lawyers; we were allowed two phone calls.
Talking with people who were late arrivers
at the prison, and on Monday talking with kids
who had been at the Pentagon, I found out that
later Saturday night, as the permit for the march
was expiring (midnight), there were only about
a thousand people left; but most of the soldiers had been replaced by fresh troops; they
hadn't lessened in number. Just before the soldiers' final charge, a strange thing happened:
the newsmen shut off their lights and packed
up their cameras...a few minutes later, the

wedge..."

military formed a wedge, and the front lines
were hit the hardest. One boy with whom I
was talking saw his girl, who had her back to
the troops, hysterically flip-out as her head
was bashed again and again. That's the way
they cleared the area.
Radio WAVA in Washington, an all news
station, had been broadcasting from the march
and their report had been sympathizing with
the demonstrators; around 11:30 at night, the
announcer began complaining that the man who
was to give him fresh batteries had not shown
up; soon they had to broadcast one minute for
every three minutes off the air. Eventually,
the WAVA delivery man was put on the air,
and he explained that although the press had
passes which extended long after the midnight curfew, the guards would not allow him
to enter.
The Washington papers told of soldiers who
had quit their posts and gone to the other side.
But they maintained that it was a rumor; but
from both people at Lorton and others, I understood that it,was no rumor, and that in two
separate incidents three soldiers had taken off
their gun-belts, thrown down their helmets, and
gone to the other side. In both cases, the soldiers were arrested and taken away in a matter
of minutes. No one will probably ever know
what really happened.
The next day was sunny and warm, almost

'It was so ironic —
here were some
of the most beautiful
and sincere people
I have ever
met —and we were
in jail."

like a Spring day. But at the Occoquan Workhouse in Lorton that morning and afternoon"
was such an absurd travesty of justice that I
didn't know whether it was sad or funny...
Lawyers were kicked out of the Lorton courtrooms so that the defendants had no counsel.
(The American Civil Liberties Union was contacted; I suppose they're doing something
about it now.) It was like a Kangaroo Court.
At first, knowing this, I refused to'sign the
paper that said I consented to be tried by the
Virginia Commissioner, but when the Commissioner told me to leave the room and not to
come back, which meant it would have been
about three days before I would be tried again,
I begged to go back in. I was so sick of the
Mickey Mouse tactics and injustice...if I would
have waited, I probably would have been given
a 30-day .term by a District judge: but I had a
commitment at school. I went back in.
We were given $25.00 fines (I didn't have the
money—some guy I never met paid it for me:
he turned out to be an asst. professor of philosophy at Haverford), suspended 30-day sentences, and— most Mickey Mouse of all, if we
wanted to be released we had to sign a paper
that said that we promised not to go to the
Pentagon grounds to create a disturbance (for a
six-month period). Most of the people who
signed the paper went right back to the Pentagon....
Although you recall the wonderful people
that you met and talked to, you can't help but
remember those sad things...the things that
stick in your mind, the tensions of absurdity,
black humor, and despair that made up the aura
of the incidents at the Pentagon; or the macabre sound of a whole company of soldiers marching double-time straight at you, their hard boots
cracking in unison on a driveway pavement.
This march of thousands on the nation's
capital was the result of growing reaction
against the Vietnam war- but you might ask,
"Well, what can I do about it?" The answer is
this: If evil cannot be prevented, it must at
least be opposed.
In this undeclared war, a war that's run from
Texas, more money is spent in just a few hours
than is allowed all year for education— or poverty programs. Whether the leaders actually
believe that we have a mission, endorsed by
God, to save the world from a "Yellow Peril"
(as Dean Rusk put it), or whether the war is
run for economic reasons, both reasons are
scary, both paranoid and foolish. The leaders
of this mighty nation are waging a war AGAINST
Vietnam; the men, women, and children of Vietnam, both North and South, are being slaughtered, and their crops are being burned and sprayed
with poisons. Young Americans are being sent
over by Presidential order: thousands of these
kids have been killed. How sad. How really sad.
This situation must be opposed.
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LETTERS to the chairman LOOKING FOR MOTHERBALL
"Lunch'
TO THE CHAIRMAN:
Before the student body expresses its approval tomorrow on
a proposed class schedule that
eliminates Saturday classes, one
unpubliclzed consequence should
be considered. Plan A, the much
more likely of the two faculty
proposals, maintains the same
basic schedule for Monday - Wednesday - Friday, but on Tuesday
and Thursday mornings classes
end at 12:35 and afternoon classes
begin as normal at 1:10.
For those students whose lunch
period will be bounded by classes,
this would mean quite a "quick bite
to eat," no matter where they eat.
For the fraternities, where most
students do eat, this would mean
a definite revision in the lunch
system on at least those two days.
To accommodate all memberssome of whom will have the class
right before lunch, some the class
right after lunch, and others both
classes-the fraternities
would
have to revert to some sort of
cafeteria style so that each person
might come, gobble, and go as he
must.
A natural solution to the problem of even shorter lunch "hours"
would be shifting afternoon classes
a bit later in the afternoon, beginning perhaps at 1:30. Unfortunately, this wouid take away a
corresponding few minutes from
post class activities, principally
those athletic practices which
cannot possibly begin until the entire team is present. But while
such a schedule shift would be
slightly adverse to a limited num- •
ber of athletes, it would be favorable to each and every student who
eats lunch (which includes those
athletes).
The proposal should be approved
only with this modification.
ROBERT KEHOE '69

'Mockery'

Sabotage and internal disruption of
the United States were advocated.
The Vietnam War seemed halfforgotten, and the leaders of the
demonstration, to the horror of
the
moderates present, were
rather developing plans for a new
war of their own initiation against.
the United States government.
Later, while I watched the disturbances from the north lawn of
. the Pentagon, I saw shock in the
faces of many people around me.
At six o'clock, when twilight had
fallen over the scene and I was
returning to the Memorial Bridge,
I looked back. The crowd near the
Pentagon building was still beating
like the sea against the lines of
soldiers, but closer to me and all
the way back to the city flowed
a. long stream of people, dark now
in the dusk. The almost festive
feeling of the morning was gone;
there was little talk and no laughter. For the' great majority of
those now leaving, myself included,
the day had been a very sobering
one.
The
disruptive results
of
Saturday's violence are already
becoming evident. President Johnson can be the only gainer. A
number of congressmen previously
identified as "doves" have stated
that they would now hesitate to
speak out against the war, fearing
an apparent association with the
extremists. The moderates, those
Americans sincerely concerned
about their country's participation
in what seems to them an unwise
and unjust "police action" in Vietnam are now trapped, voiceless,
between the extremists who have
betrayed them and the rigid, unyielding Johnson administration.
ALAN SULLIVAN '70

"Tired"
TO THE CHAIRMAN;
It was quite disheartening to read
the imperceptive if not ill-mannered review of the finale to the Campus Chest that appeared in the last
n./mber of the TRIPOD. Aside from
the fact that your reviewer was
in error as to the quality of the
performance, we would like to take
issue with the rather brash and immature way in which the review
itself was written.
The main consideration Is that
this show was put on for the sake
of charity alone; all the groups
which appeared did so without any
compensation. They felt that the
causes that the Chest was soliciting for would be worthwhile to
the Hartford community as well as
the Trinity student body. It does
not seem quite right, at least from
our point of view, to criticize
someone who is giving of himself for the. sake of other people.

TO THE CHAIRMAN:
With
Professor Minot and
several Trinity students I journeyed to Washington to participate
in the peace march last weekend.
I knew that in joining the march
I would walk with communists and
hippies as well as with ministers,
parents, and students from all over
the country. If, however, I had
anticipated the mockery and betrayal of the fundamental purposes
of the march, I would not have
left Hartford. During the spe eches
Saturday Someone mentioned that
any country whose government has
to protect itselfwith military force
against, its own people must be
sick indeed. This may be true,
but I would add that any time milAnother important consideration
itary" force must -be used to halt
Is
the fact that the TRIPOD is the
the violence of a peace demonstration, something is seriously amiss oniy way many ot the contributors,
among the demonstrators. Many especially the faculty and trustees^
of those going to WashingtonSatur- can judge the success of the drive.
day morning carried mimeograph A review of this nature, therefore,
sheets which were widely distri- is detrimental to any future fund
buted, describing methods of gue- raising drives which the student
might want to undertake
rilla action to be used against body
troops guarding the Pentagon. It simply because many of the powas obvious, moreover, that many tential contributors will now be
in the crowd below the Lincoln hesitant to give their money if
Memorial were spoiling for trou- they think, that the campaign will
ble. I watched dozens dipping blan- be handled in the manner that the
kets in the water of the reflect- reviewer for the Tripod would have
ing pool, to use later as protec- them believe. A campaign of this
tion against the threat of tear gas nature entails a great deal of work
and mace. This sort of prepar- on the part of many members of the
ation, along with indefensible per- college community: It is not somesonal vilification of President thing that is just thrown together.
. Johnson by Dick Gregory and some The delays in the show, for exof the signs carried by marchers, ample, were necessary in order
set the tone of the hours preceding to give the different groups time
to set up on stage.
the violence.
We can only hope that the people
Throughout the speeches at two who worked on the Campus Chest
rallies,
first at the Lincoln this year as well as the people
Memorial, then at the north park- who most generously gave donaing lot of the Pentagon, I heard tions will not consider this supera series of positions^ each more ficial review as a measure of their
extreme than the one preceding. success. We also hope that in

by Michael P. Seitchik
"In a sense, lam Jacob Horner."
Thus.begins John Barth's End of
the Road. When Jacob Horner
knows who he is, he sees himself
as a Teacher of Grammar at
Wlcomico State Teachers College, as Someone Fornicating with
a Forty-Year-Old Woman, or, in
general, either someone busy planing a social role or fulfilling some
biological need (the latter being sex
in most cases). He lets himself
be defined by the institution he is
functioning in, or by the need he
is fulfilling at the moment. He
never imposes his uniqueness into
his role, nor does he bring emotion
into his need-fulfilling acts^ He
is a fragmented man.
In a similar manner, the author
of last Friday's article on the
"D.C. March," defined himself as
an "anti-war yet pro-American
student." In a sense, he is George
Crile. Mr. Crile, the anti-war
yet pro-American student, went to
Washington.to play his role-to do
Ms thing. Through his anti-war
yet pro-American glasses, he saw
thousands of others also playing
roles.
He saw "Veterans,"
"adults," "teachers," and "Maoists."
I saw something else.
In his book on the history of
ideas, Alfred North Whitehead,
commenting on the evolution of
political and moral ideas since
ancient times says that while "Slavery was the presupposition of political theorists then; Freedom is
the presupposition of political
theorists now," (Adventures of
Ideas, p. 20.) The transition from
slavery to freedom has beena slow
because man has
;one, basically
been slow in changing his presuppositions.. From the time of
Plato theorists have been using a
number of assumptions that have
hindered freedom's
evolution.
First, both the individual and the
group were looked upon as things
or substances "enclosed within
themselves, rather than stretched
out into world horizons." (John
Wild, Existence and the World of
Freedom, p. 179.) His relations
to other people and to various objects around him were not taken into consideration. Secondly, the individual and society were'assumed
to be different only in regard to
quantity and not quality. Thus,
Plato in his Republic defines what
is best for the individual in terms
of what is best for the state.
The state is just the individual
writ large. This led Aristotle
to a third assumption. Since the
individual and the state are the
same qualitatively, the ethics and
values of the state should be the
same for the individual. And since
the institution is longer lasting and
more inclusive (it is bigger), the
ethics of the state take precedence
Thus, the individual's standards
are set by the state.
But something has happened
lately, so that individuals are beginning to analyze and criticize

the future the editors of the TRIPOD will use more discretion in
their selection of material that
. they allow to reach the college
;community. People become tired
quickly of little boys playing at
being critics.

THE CAMPUS
CHEST COMMITTEE
RICK WARREN '68
RICHARD PULLMAN '68
BILL KOCH '69
EDADLER'69

these presuppositions. Commenting on such periods of transition,
Whitehead says that "The great
transitions are due to a coincidence
of forces derived from both sides
of the world, its physical and its
spiritual natures. Mere physical
nature lets loose a flood, but it
requires Intelligence to provide a
system of irrigation." (Ideas, p.
25.) It seems then, that our bombs
In'Vietnam have broken the (like,
and as a result the Pentagon was
hit by the flood. The war Is also
serving as a catalyst to social
change by threatening the social
order of the United States. For
a disintegration of the social order
(the flood) is leading to a disintegration of social roles. The
various Jacob Homers in the
U.S. are lost without their rolos.
As Salvatore R. Maddi says, the
"...disruption of the social order
demonstrates the relativity of society to someone who has been
treating it as an absolute reality."
(Maddi, "The Existential Neurosis", Journal of Abnormal Psychology, 19G7, Vol. 72, No. 4,
p, 317.) Individuals were beginning to realize that they, like tho
Nazis, were , just playing their
roles as good solid Americans
(or Germans) and not bothering to
think as individuals. They did not
want to make the same mistake
the Germans had made—putting the
values and ethics of the state above
their own.
Thus, people became conscious
of the fact that "...we now have
a double standard of ethics, one
to the individual and another, quite
different, to the state. Thus the
ruthless assertion of force, lying,
murder, and even mass destruction
which would be regarded as
-crimes, If committed by the individual, are accepted as normal
and even praiseworthy, if committed
for reasons of state."
(John Wild, Human Freedom and
Social Order, p. 214.) People also
became conscious of the fact that
the state was ranking order and
internal peace above personal experience and freedom. The leaders
of the great nation-states of today
feel that it Is a sign of weakness
if it appears that they cannot claim
100% unity on every issue. But
people are now aware that peace
and order do not guarantee freedom. It is not enough to have
the abstract possibility of personal freedom.
The individual
must be able to practice his freedom. As the black man discovered
that new civil rights bills would
not alter his exploitation, so the
white middle-class is now discovering that he really does not
have complete freedom of speech
assembly and dissent. The activist, the one who tries to exercise his freedom, Is finding that
the freedom outlined in the Constitution has become "a dead repetition of lofty principles that
reeks of righteousness." (Wild
Social Order, p. 233.) (Mr Wild'
however, was not referring to the
Constitution.)

To hold back the possible flood
of anarchism that such new thinking has lot loose, a new system
of irrigation is needed, Whitehead
says. The now system of irrigation appears to bo Individual responsibility. Tliis means adding •
a third dimension to the individual.
Instead of being Just a player of
social rolos and a i'uii'lller of biological needs, the Individual will
also have; a psychological side,
which "Includes syrnbolization,
imagination,
and
judgment."
(Maddi, p. 311.) The individual must
develop the ability to involve himself in deeper relationships with
others. lie must not judge others
by what he considers to be someone else's social role, but judge
him as an individual. This means
that name calling ("Maoist" "Commio" "Vlot Com;") Is not enough,
A single look at someone is not
enough. "They are free men, think- 7
ing and acting on their own, like
us. No matter how strange and
alien they may seem to be, what
they say has arisen from the depths
of struggling aiui suffering. What
they say must bo hoard. Their
version may bo authentic, So we
must look again, rethink for ourselves what they are saying and
respect them. Discussion indepth
is required." (Wild, Existence, p.
105,) Having soon the situation from
a number oi' points of view, he can
then act and voice his own opinion
on the subject. If everyone did
this, America would be a true
democracy. People will know that
"They are no longer loaning their
minds, their feelings, and their
bodies to be taken over tiy that
great artifact, the state, which
they have constructed. They have
taken it over. They are not only
free; they are also responsible."
(Wild, Existence, p. 100.)

In a sense, I am a white, Jew- '
ish, moustachioed American male
who is a student at Trinity College
who satisfies his biological needs
on the weekends. But unlike the
other white, Jewish; etc., I am
Michael Seitchik. And Uncle Sam
(who is that?) is not going to
alter that. I shall decide what
to do about the war as an individual
who will have to make up his own
mind according to my unique
ethics.
I shall not decide on
the basis of being an "anti-war ,„
yet pro-American student."

UNESCO.
(Continued from Page 3)
While recognizing the helplessness
and frustration which youth feels,
he nevertheless praised the conference for Its creativity and
vigor In searching for solutions
to world problems and Its communication with adults. He Indicated the need for a World Peace
Corps, long-term
multilateral
peace programs, educational reform, support for vote at 18,
and a just and lasting peace in
Vietnam.

Memorial Service for Edwards..
(Continued from Page 1)
Edwards received a citation hon- was a magnificent man, and he
oring him when he resigned from contributed richly to the advancethe College staff. The award men- ment of Lake Forest College durtioned the distinction he achieved ing his all too brief time with
through his "aggressive and intel- us."
ligent direction of several important and exciting programs."
"Jake" Edwards was awarded
Among these programs were the a varsity "T"
in football and
Summer Engineering project the track during his undergraduate
Transition to College Plan' the career at the College. He was
master of arts degrees in French a member of Medusa, Alpha Delta
and Spanish, and the Summer Institute in Musical Studies. Pres- Phi, and was on Dean's List for
ident Albert C. Jacobs remarked a number of terms.
Edwards is survived by his
upon Edwards- death that "he conwife and three children.
The
tl t0 the statureof family
has requested that flowers be omitted at Wednesday's
Cole concluded that " Edwards service.
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iorbour. . .

SPORT BALLOONS!! Members of the Balloonist Society prepare
to release a hot-air balloon during half-time at Saturday's football game with St. Lawrence. The balloon, owned by Mr. Charles
E. MacArthur of Tolland, was piloted by Peter Stott '70 Co-chairman of the Society. The ascent, arranged with Director of Athletics, Mr. Karl Kurth, was part of the Society's campaign to encourage support and interest for ballooning.

Independents' Council
Discusses Student Roles
The recently elected Independents'
Council held its first official meeting last week.. The elections had
been , held under Senate sponsorship; in a previous orientation for
the representatives, Senator David
Borus '68 had expressed the Senate conception of the Council as a
forum for Independents. The later
meeting was held under the Council
officers, and the representatives
discussed their conception of the
eventual role of the Independents'
Council on campus.
The first function, according to
Stephen Lundeen '69, of the Independents' Council will be to discover what Independents are thinking and what they want as their
position in the college community.
Lundeen, president of the Council,
discussed the Independents'function to determine the form of
expression that the Independent
has.
At the October 26 meeting,
Lundeen introduced the idea of a
questionnaire-interview which will
be sent to all Independents. The
four major questions on the questionnaire are concerned with what
it means to be an Independent and
where the Independent would
change his position on the campus.

Wallich...
(Continued from Page 1)
According to Wallich, the "cost
of freedom" is a smaller amount
of economic progress in the short
run than can be obtained through
a planned economic system. An
unplanned economy is a decentralized system in which'the planning mechanism is a truly competitive structure. Wallich believes that while we may not
Produce as many material goods
as
a planned economic system
: ^Mch is subject to strict •government control, we have freedom.
H
e declares that the ultimate value
°f the free enterprise system is
not the goods It produces, but the
"eedom it permits. In the contusion of The Cost of Freedom,
wallich writes, "In the appraisal
' a need for faster growth, for
• " « pubiic services, freedom usscail a p p e a r s on the side of the
die
s that weighs against the

A discussion then ensued on the
merits of Independent life. Some
felt that it promotes the necessary
development of an individual. The
representatives pointed out the
general social mobility , In the
Independent life.
President Lundeen pointed out,
in a discussion of the problems of
the Independent, the lack of identifcation or communication in the
larger body of Independents
amongst individuals.
Available
social facilities were considered
a cause of that problem. Specific
proposals were discussed to affect this lack of identification such
as the establishment of an Inde- ,
pendent Center and various Independent entertainment areas.
Representative Robert Kaynor
'70 and Leonard Mozzi '69, were
asked to work on proposals for
the development of lounges as
Independent entertainment areas.
quickest way of attaining a goal.
It has been the contention of this
book that we must make our peace
•with that fact...In the long run...
As our material needs are more
fully met, the value of freedom will
stand out with ever increasing
clarity. We should find ourselves
increasingly willing to pay its
price."
Wallich considers himself an
economic conservative, but he differs with some of theories of the
conservative Chicago School of
Economics. A leading economist
of the Chicago School who was
Barry Goldwater's economic.advisor during 1964 campaign, Dr.
Milton Freedman, presumes the
practicality of a "laissez-faire"
attitude, on the part of the government toward business.
Wallich recognizes the need for government action in controlling inflation and combating recession.
He also acknowledges the importance of Social Security, unemployment Insurance, and medical
benefits.
Wallich, one of the nation's
most prominent and articulate academic economists, may be described as a bridge between the
economic community of academic
circles and the practical economic
community of the business world.

PAGE 7
and rebellions "tend to polarize the
society so much" that the need
for "alliances and brotherhood and
fellowship" is often forgotten.
White aid, Barbour noticed, Is
a "self-Interest kind of aid," because it bears directly on the prosperity and welfare of the nation
and the urban community.

deserved the money as a donation.
Barbour denied that these incidents were significant factors in
(Continued from Page 1)
his retirement. He claimed that
involve the study and development
via his call for legal fees pa.yof welfare programs which can be
ment he demonstrated to the Cau"implemented in local communcus the need for a stronger finanities across the North." He excial structure.
plained that the program will be
TAN Chairman Terry Jones '68
somewhat similiar to that of the
was acutely aware of the possible
Caucus, "especially in terms of
Though Barbour's theory was not consequences of the newpost-Barself-help." He offered a concise popular, Rutherford's personal bour leadership. He commented
description of the movement as a feeling was that "white people that TAN is now "uncertain of
venture striving toward "Creative still can help." She did note,how- whose ideas will be expounded,"
use of Black Power."
ever, the tendency of whites "to and Is therefore "skeptical of the
The 30-year old West Haven r e - want to lead." Official Caucus Caucus."
policy on aid from whites Is yet
ident called Black Power "a
Jones explained that Barbour
healthy thing; a wholesome thing" unknown.
constituted the link, now terminRecently, there was conflict be- ated, TAN maintained with the
and expressed his pleasure with the
opportunity to apply it on a na- tween Barbour and the Caucus Caucus—especially with respect to
tional level. Beyond Newark, his concerning financial issues. Bar- Barbour's programs
on urban
bour had asked the Caucus to affairs and open housing. Now,
plans are not definite.
While Barbour was a popular pledge to pay for his legal fees Jones speculated, Caucus strategy
leader, he was the target of criti- if he were arrested. The Cau- may be "less consistent" with
cism from within the Caucus be- cus refused. A controversy also TAN's own beliefs.
Predicting Caucus action, Jones
cause of his references to white accompanied TAN's payment to
people as the Negro's brothers. Barbour of 50% of its take dur- said the organization might now be
It is likely that the attitude of ing Barbour's October 4 speech "more militant and less goalthe Caucus toward whites will here. Barbour felt he was en- directed." TAN will be voicing
change somewhat as a result of titled to the sum as a speaker's support of Caucus action only on
Barbour's departure.
This is fee, yet the Caucus believed it specific issues.
related to the expected new militancy of the organization.
Barbour termed white aid as
"highly desireable," hoping that
,someday Black and White could
walk together, as in Mississippi
in 1964. He cautioned, however,
that white aid must be "in such
a way that it is not paternalistic."
Negroes themselves, he asserted,
must produce the most significant
effort for their own cause—not the
"John Browns."
Barbour noted that this is not
the opinion held by most Negroes.
"Negroes have to be brought up
to this level of appreciation," he
stated. He explained that riots
1. I low do you know
2. Think you'll like life
Arnold is serious?
with u naturalist?
Arnold says ;i pup tent
has everything you could
want in a house.

1 le gavii me his
stuffed wombat.

John Barbour

Placement

3. What'll you do for fun?

4. Oh bov!
For food, it'll he
figs, curds and winy.

Go on overnight
cricket hunts,

TUESDAY, OCT. 31
Univ. OF Penn. Law (tent.)
George Washington U., Senate, 9:30
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 1
Fletcher School, Senate
4:30
Duke Law School. Alumni
Lounge, 9-1 p.m.
Northwestern U. Business
School,
Conference
Room, 9-1 p.m.
Univ. of Vermont Grad.
Div. 1:15 - 4:00 Conference Room
THURSDAY, NOV. 2
Univ. of Rochester; Bus.
School, Senate 1:15 -4:00
Harvard Bus. School, Alumni Lounge 9:30-4:00 '
Army O.C.S,
FRIDAY, NOV. 3
Boston Univ. Law School,
Conference Room 10:004:00
Applications for the National Security Agency Test
are now in the Placement
Office.

MONDAY, NOV. 6
New York Regents-Lehman
Fellowship,
Alumni
Lounge, 10:00-3:00

o. Yummy.

fi.
,,
Arnold snys we 11
find
now meaning in the
vigor of outdoor life.

Gee:, Malcolm is just the
opposite. He likes his
comforts, Before we
g o t engaged, he lined
u p a good j o b . then h e
got plenty of Living
Insurance from Equitable
to provide solid protection for a wife and family
and build a retirement
fund at the same time,
How do you return a
wombat without hurting
someone's feelings?

For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write: James L. Morice, Manager, College Employment.

The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States
Home Office: 1285 Ave. of the Amcrlons, New York, N.Y. 10019

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F

©Equitable 1967
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Center's Pump Edges Williams, 3-2
Tiro Goals in 15 Seconds
Earns 5th Straight Victory
Coach Hoy Datli notched Ills With
soccer win, the Trln varsity bt>came tlie only undefeated - untied
squad in the Mast, and it was a
delightful Saturday afternoon for

THE MOMENT the Varsity Booters finally start clicking and sealed the doom of Williams is
caught above as Sam "Moves" Elkins saves Trin's good but garbled offense with a score-tying
fourth quarter smash. The targe Chapel-slope crowd had not yet re-settled when Buzz McCord
stole the Williams kick-off and pumped it in to Mike Center who scored the winning goal. The
entire business took 15 seconds of play and suddenly Trinity is the only undefeated-untied team
in the east.
«•••••••••

«

Sophs Squish Larries, 35-14

by Judd Freeman
Dead and buried! In the final
meeting between Trinity and the
Larries of St. Lawrence, the
Bantams humbled their massive
opponents from upper New York
"state 35-14 on Jessee Field last
Saturday before a large Parents'
Day crowd.
Thus the Hilltoppers were able to
compile a 8-1-1 record in the brief
series with the Larries. This conquest also kept the Bantams undefeated through five games as only
a tie with Williams mars a perfect
season. , Next week the Royal
Guard should offer little resistance
at New London.
. Unlike the previous two struggles
with Tufts and Colby, the offense
controlled the battle from the outset. Sophomore quarterback Jay

Baby Bantams
Whomp Guard
With Nine TDs
Baby Bantams not seen before
and unlikely to be seen again
played the last three quarters
of Trinity's 63-12 rout of
Coast Guard frosh Friday, after
the starting teams had run up
a 33-0 lead.
Trinity scored the first time
it got the ball on a handoff to
fullback Henry .Smith. After a
brief Coast Guard drive, quarterback George Matava. scored
from the one, followed shortly
by wingback Artie Eoss on a
pltchout, and it ceased to be a
game.
«
It wasn't until deep in the
second quarter that Coast Guard
was able to score off the second Trin defense, on a 93-yard
reverse, and the half ended with
Trinity leading 47-6.
During the third quarter, when
the. unfamiliar numbers
began
to appear on the field in earnest,
the sole scoring came on a thirtyyard field goal by Sheldon Crosby, who also scored a TD and
kicked two extra points.
Twice the defense took a hand
In the scoring,, with Captain James
"Star" Graves scoring on a fiftyyard interception in the first
quarter and Smithscoringfrom the
33 on another C.oastie pass, for
his third TD of the afternoon, ii
the 4th.
The rest of Trinity's 63-point
offense came on an end sweep by
QB Ralph Sturdivant, a pass to
Ross and four extra points by
Phil Khoury.
The second Coastie score was
a short pass in the fourth quarter.
Coast Guard

-0-6-0-6-12

Trinity

-33-14-3-13-63

Bernardoni, who Is playing
In
place of still injured Kim Miles,
was superb.in directing the potent
Bantam attack.
Applying the pressure frm the
opening kickoff, Bernardoni drove
the team 32 yards (for their first
touchdown) after Luther Terry recovered a Larrie fumble of a Jim
Sturdevant punt. Captain Larry
Roberts raced eight yards on a
pltchout to score the initial tally.
T-ed Parrack's accurate toe made
the board read 7-0 with only three
and a... half minutes completed.
The Bantams quickly produced another marker to amuse the vociferous parents as, the defense held the
foes at bay. Starting on their 25yard line, the Hilltoppers marched
75 yards to pad the lead.
;
Bernardoni was especially adroit
during this thrust as he mixed his
plays beautifully. Halted for three
plays at the goal line by an aroused
Larry front four, the soph signal
caller lunged in for the touchdown
with a minute still to go in the
opening stanza.
Early in the second period the
Larries crossed midfield in an
effort to erase part of the 14-point
deficit. But the Bantam defense
thwarted its enemies' advance at
the 43.

Following a Webb Jones'punt return to the 25, the offense put the
contest on ice with its third point producing success. Using the fine
hands of junior Ron Martin to consume valuable real estate through
the air, Bernardoni scrambled into
the endzone from the one to stretch
the margin to 21-0with seven minutes left in the half.
The Bantams found themselves in
possession of the pigskin immediately ensuing the kickoff as
John Miller Intercepted Larry
quarterback George Penrose's
aerial. Bernardoni again plunged
into pay dirt from the one to finish
a highly rewarding half with.Trinity ahead 28-0.
:. With the Hilltoppers enjoying an
insurmountable lead, the second
half witnessed few fireworks. St.
Lawrence, however, managed to
mollify their rooters by pushing
the leather In for two scores
in the final half. The running
of junior halfback Dave Bain and
the receiving of senior end Tom
Crane highlighted the belated Larrie surge.
Doug Morrill, making up for a
disappointing year due to a leg
injury rambled around left end
to terminate the Bantam trips
over the St. Lawrence goal,

a thousand parents as the Bantam
kickers slipped by Wlllium.s on
back-to-back goals In tin* fourth
period of play,
Playing before the television oyfi
of Channel 24 (K-TV - the name
will be telecast November 9th at
,9:00 p.m.), the Blue and Gold
suffered an unsteady openingquarter before monopolizing game play
with the score 2-1 for tho bad
guys.
Bill McCord stole the Williams
kick-off, began dribbling towards
the goal, and pushed a pass to
Abie Haji. Hajl centered the ball
to Mike Center wlvo pumped a shot
in the far corner to give the Bantams a 3-2 lead. Trinity held on
to win their most Important victory
of the year.
With twelve minutes left in the
game, Williams held a 2-1 advantage, and most of the huge Parents' Day crowd thought there was
no chance for the demoralized Bantams. Then Hajl went to work.
Stealing Ephmen passes and showIng tremendous control, he brought
the Bantams back to life.
When Sammy Elkin followed up
a Haji shot, to tie the score, the
crowd went crazy. Then McCord
went though his heroics, and in a
matter of fifteen seconds Trinity
found itself with the lead.
The Bantams showed what they
were really made of as they had to

the bad guys. . .
Williams (4-0-1) 30 -- Tufts
(0-5) 22
Amherst (2-3) 34 - - Wesleyan
(4-1) 0
Bates (3-3) 28 -- Middlebury 16
Worcester Tech 19 -- Coast
Guard (0-5) 7
Bowdoin 7 -- Colby (1-4-1) 0

Frosh Booters
Outmessed by
Coasf/es, 2-0
Paul Smyth fed the ball upthe line
to Chico Roumain who immediately
nudged it across to Chris Bezoff.
"The Bez" paused until he had
drawn a defender and pushed the
ball "through the hole" behind
the fullback where Roumain, waiting, shot hard, grazing' tho top
beam of the goal.
( Though the hooter yearlings
frolicked all afternoon in missed
shots, Coach Robie Shults' squad
dropped Coast Guard for their
fourth straight win in as many
starts.
Wing Mark Macomber
slapped both Trin goals in Friday's uninspired triumph.
The Bantams, while playing
sloppy ball,
prevented
the
Guards from taking real advantage of any mistakes.
At halftime, Coach Shults, disturbed by the team's lack of
unity, emphasized the necessity
of quick, accurate passing to
capitalize on Coast Guard's overall lack of finesse.

h^'if,^ 6 ' 1 '' 3 6

playert

"shutout"

ball behind Vic "The Toe" Haas,
a substitute at halfback for injured Dick Wood.
Two toughies are on schedule
this week-as the undefeated freshmen face UMass tomorrow ' i n

TSj
against a
STICKY FINGERS! Junior end Ron Martin reaches for an aerial
last Saturday against St. Lawrence. Big 84 snared 11 p a s s e
good for 121 yards. No wonder there were two enemy "hawks'"
assigned to supervise his activities, but with little
success.

Md iit

regarded Wes-

fight from behind for the first time
llii.s your. With the score 2-1 at
the half, Ihe squad was well aware
of llm job facing thorn.
Only an early goal by Al Gibby
off an Klkln shut kept Trinity in
tlic r.ame. (ithKrwl.se, the team
looked ragged. The front line was
not clickliui on their passes, and
the dofim.su was not working together.
The powerful Ilantains will battle
cross-town rival University of
Hartford on tho opponent's field
Saturday and return to Trinity for
the final home contest a week from
today against Coast Guard.

Tips by Titus
This week's article will have
a slightly (ilffori'iil tone with the
eastern game being the feature
and the small collide In particular. Tills should he of more
Interest as most of the contests
Involve Trinity opponents ami
local
universities. Well here
i;oes:
Probably the best small college game of tlie week will be
played In Springfield where A.I.
C. will host Central Conn. Although the home team has enjoyed a good season to date,
their luck will turn against them.
Central In a squeaker; 21-17.
Another interesting match features the Kphmt'ii of Williams
facing an uiui.sually strong Union
team,
Maltland and Bradbury
form a pretty good team themselves and should prove too much
for
Union.
Williams
over ,
Union; 20-6.
Wesleyan, this week, will meet
a relatively unknown Hamilton
squad on the Cardinals'home field,
This home field edge should be
enough for Wes to pull this one out:
14-7.
In a came tliat will probably
Interest many Trinity followers,
Amherst will no against Tufts,
As you recall Trinity got the
measure of tin; .luoibos 30-7. The
Lord Jeffs will win this one as
they shake off their early season •
slump, Amherst 30, Tufts 14.
The last small college game this
week has New England's finest,
Northeastern, playing tlie University of Maine, Although Maine
plays
In an entirely different
league (Yankee Con.), this will
not bother the boys from Mass.
Northeastern over Maine, 21-12.
On the ma|or college level,
several interesting games will
he found. One of those will pit
a hot and cold Yale team against
always tough Dartmouth.
The
presence of Dow I in i; to the Ells
is tremendous, but Dartmouth will
probably win in a close one: 2018,
Harvard will lace an unpredictable Ponn eleven.
The
Quakers' flue quarterback Bill
Creedon is zeroing in on numerous Ivy League records, but •
will have to wait this week as the
ilohnies run away from
Penn:
28-7.
Still another twine in the Ancient Kit;ht pits Cornell
and
Columbia at Uhacri. The Big Hed
are having, without a doubt,
their finest year in quite a
while and should bottle «V Columbia's excellent QB, Marty Domres, enough to handle the boys
from the city; 2a-0.
Connecticut, with one of its
stronger trams, will take
on
New Hampshire at Storrs. The
Huskies are extra tough on their
home field and will steal
this
one, 16-M.
The last game of ttie week finds
B.U. hosting ii surprising Ifhode
Island eleven. This one will be
one of the toughest games this
week, I will reluctantly go with
the Bostonians in a close one:
22-20.

